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The cheese market in Alkmaar (20)
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Gouda cheese market where they sell cheeses the old way on April 5, 2018, in Gouda, Netherlands. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Gouda cheese market where they sell cheeses the old way on April 5, 2018, in Gouda, Netherlands. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Gouda cheese market where they sell cheeses the old way on April 5, 2018, in Gouda, Netherlands. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Gouda cheese market where they sell cheeses the old way on April 5, 2018, in Gouda, Netherlands. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Gouda cheese market where they sell cheeses the old way on April 5, 2018, in Gouda, Netherlands. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Gouda cheese market where they sell cheeses the old way on April 5, 2018, in Gouda, Netherlands. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Gouda cheese market where they sell cheeses the old way on April 5, 2018, in Gouda, Netherlands. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Gouda cheese market where they sell cheeses the old way on April 5, 2018, in Gouda, Netherlands. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Gouda cheese market where they sell cheeses the old way on April 5, 2018, in Gouda, Netherlands. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Gouda cheese market where they sell cheeses the old way on April 5, 2018, in Gouda, Netherlands. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Gouda cheese market where they sell cheeses the old way on April 5, 2018, in Gouda, Netherlands. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Gouda cheese market where they sell cheeses the old way on April 5, 2018, in Gouda, Netherlands. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Gouda cheese market where they sell cheeses the old way on April 5, 2018, in Gouda, Netherlands. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Gouda cheese market where they sell cheeses the old way on April 5, 2018, in Gouda, Netherlands. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Gouda cheese market where they sell cheeses the old way on April 5, 2018, in Gouda, Netherlands. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Gouda cheese market where they sell cheeses the old way on April 5, 2018, in Gouda, Netherlands. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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The Netherlands, Alkmaar. The cheese market in Alkmaar. This year celebrates the market's 425th anniversary. [Photo Credit Harold Versteeg | Hollandse Hoogte]
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The Netherlands, Alkmaar. The cheese market in Alkmaar. This year celebrates the market's 425th anniversary. [Photo Credit Harold Versteeg | Hollandse Hoogte]
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The Netherlands, Alkmaar, 30-03-2018. Today the first cheese market of the year is held in Alkmaar. Photo: A girl in traditional clothing.
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The Netherlands, Alkmaar. The cheese market in Alkmaar. This year celebrates the market's 425th anniversary. [Photo Credit Harold Versteeg | Hollandse Hoogte]
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